
Mapping 
your Impact

How to Measure & Communicate your Impact  

to those who need to understand



Our Aim in this Workshop:

▪   To give an understanding of Impact in the context of Socially Motivated   

     Enterprises

▪   To provide a framework to enable you to visualise your Impact & 

     therefore begin to map it out 

▪   How to measure your impact in a practical way

▪   How to use it to serve your purpose

At the end what we want is that each of you will have 
insight into a framework that allows you to develop an 

”Impact Articulation Strategy” appropriate to your 
needs.



The Layout of our Work:

Morning – Section 1 & Section 2
• Impact in the contact of social business

• A framework to assist in visualising your Impact

• Measuring in a meaningful and practical way

Afternoon – Section 3
• Articulating your Impact



Section 1 – How do we start to map our 
impact? 

A Framework for “Impact Articulation”



Social Enterprises are about IMPACT
It is the starting point for relevant funders, policy makers,    
agencies, service providers etc. 

Impact is not the activities you do, it is what changed because of 
those activities.

It is important to prove & improve: Prove – show the change that 
results from your work. Improve – use this data to improve & 
increase your impact. 

“What gets measured, gets managed!”



“What gets measured, gets managed!”

Impact Measurement is the process of designing systems, 
consulting with stakeholders, collecting data and measuring 
the impact you have.

Impact Management is what your Social Enterprise does with 
the information you have collected through the impact 
measurement process to continually improve your Social 
Enterprise so you can increase the level of positive impacts and 
reduce negative impacts.



A few examples
Project Outline Their Aim

Siul Eile Rural Community based walking 
programmes – where you walk in 
your locality

Through walking get to know your 
neighbours, reduce social 
isolation, enhance pride in locality 
and get fitter

IBCP – Irish Bee Conservation 
Project

Habitat Conservation, Education 
programmes and community 
engagement in protecting bees 
and their habitats

Save over 70% of native Irish bee 
species which is endangered 

Silver Arch Family Resource Centre Range of services for Children, 
Families, Seniors based in North 
Tipp

Better Quality of life for families in 
North Tipp region 

Her Sport Social Media Sports company 
focused on Women in sport

To gain equal recognition for 
women in sport and enhance 
female participation in sport

FoodCloud Redistributes excess food from 
commercial food supply chain to 
charitable causes ?



Activities

Impact for a Social Enterprise - “Theory of Change”

Outcom
e

Impact

What we do 

What outcomes 
this causes

What impact this creates

        Our  
Assumptions

        Our  
Assumptions

“Theory of C
hange” OutputsProcessInputs



Activities

Limerick Gateway to Education - “Theory of Change”

Outcom
e

Impact

Homework club for critical points 
Shop to ease f inancial challenge 

Club & Shop as support point for families
 

80 children doing homework club 
120 Volunteers supporting 

Shop providing funding for 50% of 
programme 

Recognised help point for families

Brighter academic future for children 
Reduced Family Stress 

Engaged motivated volunteers 
Meaningful Work Opportunities for 

disadvantaged workforce

“Theory of C
hange”

OutputsProcessInputs



Activities

It starts from Purpose!

Outcom
e

Impact

What we do 

What outcomes 
this causes

What impact this creates

        Our  
Assumptions

        Our  
Assumptions

“Theory of C
hange” OutputsProcessInputs

What we want  
 

Our Purpose!



Purpose comes from “Why?”

�11

The passion, belief and 

drive comes from the 

“Why” – the “dream”

…. And that ‘why’ brings an ‘idea’ to life. 



Mission

Vision

Purpose

What’s Possible?“Idea”

Why ? What and for whom? 

How it might be done?



Mission

Vision

Purpose

What’s 
Possible?“Idea”

Why ? 
What and for whom? 

How it might be 
done?

Why are women not as 
active in sports as 

men? 

If there were more visible 
female role models in 

sport, if  female sports had 
same level of recognition? 

…..

Suppose we had a channel 
that highlighted women in 
sports, dealt with issues for 

women in sport …….?



Mission

Vision

Purpose

“Idea”

Why ? What  and for whom? 

How it might be done?

Impact



Activities

Outcom
e

Impact

What we do 

What outcomes this 
causes

What impact this creates

        Our  
Assumptions

        Our  
Assumptions

“Theory of 
Change”

OutputsProcessInputs

What we want  
 

Our Purpose!
Vision Mission Values



Section 2:
Measuring in a meaningful and practical way



Measuring:

“There is neither a commonly agreed definition of social impact measurement nor a 
shared understanding of the overall aim of social impact measurement” 

  Policy Brief on Social Impact Measurement for Social Enterprises,  
      OECD 2015



Why do we measure?

▪We measure to 

• Better inform actions !

• Better ability to communicate!

▪To do this, measurement must be:

• Meaningful

• Relevant in time

• Practical to do 

• Appropriate

A few good timely measures is better than endless meaningless metrics



Note: What each audience wants is different & depends on their focus. 

They differ in: 
- What they want
- What they want to do with it
- The time-line within which they work

Important: 

To think of it as one unified approach to measurement  where you 
then pick and chose from rather than try to build different pieces 
for everyone. 



Activities

An example:          

This Workshop

The benefits it delivers

Understanding  
Capability around Impact 
Connections 
Engagement  

Outputs

How many, when etc

Response

Attendance, 
exercises, 
Audience Reaction 
etc

Indicators

Measures



Measurement

Qualitative

Quantitative

Testimonials, Focus groups, interviews etc 

How many, when, where etc

Breadth of impact 
e.g How Many

Depth of Impact 
e.g How impactful

Reach of Impact 
e.g audience

The aim is not to have metrics on all of these but to think about 
where metrics are relevant to our enterprise



“Breadth” “Depth”

Some examples:



Some examples:



            Some general principals:
▪        Think through to understand measures that having meaning   

for your organisation.  

▪        ‘Measure’ appropriately to your enterprise 
• If too onerous in time, you won’t do it!

▪         A small few that matter is better than lots of data that does     
not – aim for 5 or 6. 

▪         Build the measurement into your normal operations as much 
as possible – An Impact Framework 

▪        ‘Perfect’ measures tell you little – do not fear the negative



Section 3
Articulating your Impact



Our purpose behind all of this is to help people understand 
the value of what we do … to tell your story effectively in 
your authentic voice



Your Story:

• Needs to be 

➢   Distinct – to separate you from the noise 

➢   Meaningful – in terms of how it benefits  

       the “customers/users” 

➢  Visible to those that matter 

➢  Engaging for those that matter 

➢  True to your mission!

Opportunities

Reputation      Relationships

To what 
purpose

?

….helping people understand our uniqueness …. why we matter in their 
world and what they might do with you.

So those that we need to 
understand our value get it!



Articulating Your Impact requires:
▪    Clarity on Purpose

▪    Clarity on how Impact is to be achieved

▪    Awareness of the Audiences you need to engage

▪    A clear core “Message”

▪    Relevant meaningful supportive measures

▪    A path to key Audience Engagement

▪    Create a “sense of value” in the audience

▪   “Signpost” to possible action

…..a Process not a “Report”



 
Templates to guide you on this: 



Our mission is ……………………………………..    (some service)

        for ……………………………………………………… (some audience/stakeholders)

                     to…………………………………………………. (some standard)

                                  and by doing so…………………………………. (the impact)             

 Our Mission:   
 



Our Values!

EssentialDesired
?? ????

??

??

????

??

We work together as a team in a 

We strive to be  

In pursuing our Mission



1. The “Impact” we want from Our Mission

2.   The “Outcomes” that will show us we 
are delivering on our Mission 

3. The “Activities” that we do to achieve this

Our Assumptions 



Who needs to hear? 

Audience What they want to hear? What you need them to 
hear!

To what purpose



Mapping your Impact

 THANK YOU


